Enabling M2M/loT with Solutions and Services
M2M industry is an emerging industry where tremendous
opportunities are available via M2M platforms, M2M
devices and M2M management services. Happiest Minds
has the capability to work with product/platform
companies to help enhance the products in the M2M
ecosystem and has the capability to consult with the
enterprises to create the right solution to bring the
benefits of M2M to the enterprise.
Our Services range from Designing Hardware devices,
cloud enablement, mobility enablement, Engineering and
Real Time Analytics and consulting to create end-to-end
solutions. Our services also include managed Services via
our SOC/NOC to ensure that the M2M infrastructure is up
and running for the business.

Happiest Minds brings the ideal blend of technology
expertise (to develop/enhance products in M2M chain),
domain expertise (for vertical solutions) and consulting
expertise (for creating the right solutions with the right
partner ecosystem). Our ability to integrate these
solutions with business processes makes us the idea
partner for creating end to end solutions.
Happiest Minds leverages its thought leadership in the
areas of Automotive / Telematics, Smart Homes, Retail,
Manufacturing, Insurance, Banking and Consumer
Electronics to create the right vertical solutions for the
right enterprises.

Happiest Minds is committed to delivering a customer experience which is smart, connected and secure. This would allow
delivering services for making our environment, living and enterprises smarter than what they are.
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• Vehicle tracking solution
This solution has been developed keeping in
mind the scenario where 3rd party vendors are
used for transportation. Solution is designed to
monitor vehicle activity on predefined route and
waiting time as a result of queuing at the depots
etc. Vehicles will carry a SIM enabled GPS device
which will give real time location update.
A command center for Admins to track and
monitor vehicle activity in real time over Google
map driven console. Flags to be raised if any
inappropriate activity by the vehicle is suspected.
SFDC was used as backend to optimize the total
cost of ownership.

• Order fulfillment and tracking solution

The solution was designed for workload Balancing, to
decide on which Vehicle should take which route to
fulfill Customers daily demand. Algorithm was
developed to utilize vehicles effectively to maximize
area coverage, to track vehicle's route plan and
dynamically change it on need basis. The algorithm
uses variables like Shortest Path, Goods Perishability,
Customer Delivery lime, and Priority Customers among
others.
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The solution allows for reprioritizing delivery schedule;
generate new route plan and real time order status
tracking. SFDC was used as backend to optimize the
total cost of ownership.

About Happiest Minds Technologies:
Happiest Minds, the Mindful IT Company, applies agile methodologies to enable digital transformation for enterprises and technology providers by
delivering seamless customer experience, business efficiency and actionable insights. We leverage a spectrum of disruptive technologies such as:
Big Data Analytics, AI & Cognitive Computing, Internet of Things, Cloud, Security, SDN-NFV, RPA, Blockchain, etc. Positioned as “Born Digital . Born
Agile”, our capabilities spans across product engineering, digital business solutions, infrastructure management and security services. We deliver
these services across industry sectors such as retail, consumer packaged goods, edutech, e-commerce, banking, insurance, hi-tech, engineering
R&D, manufacturing, automotive and travel/transportation/hospitality.
Headquartered in Bangalore, India; Happiest Minds has operations in USA, UK, The Netherlands, Australia and Middle East.

To know more about our offerings. Please write to us
at business@happiestminds.com

